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Learning and application of Psychology in modern world by BA students has been 

considering as a scientific and skill based subject with various applied fields. Individual 

benefits of that they occurring the basic concepts and processes, psychological principles. 

They understanding Historical trends of different areas of Psychology. Use scientific 

knowledge of different apparatus to interpret and provide rationale to the psychological 

phenomena. Strong foundation for Psychological principles, theories and methods covering 

the areas of learning, memory, forgetting etc. is developed. Students can purposefully 

collect and prepared various information regarding skills, works, professions according to 

their ability and aptitude. 

          Students can developed and do series of organised activities conducted by their 

creativity, within specialized time to change the behaviour of common people and need of 

the society. To focus on brain based learning and explore to apply psychological principles 

to understand personal as well as social issues and problems. The emphasis of Under 

Graduation programme in Psychology is on the excellence developed amongst students 

leading to analytical skills, interdisciplinary collaboration and contribution to the wide-

ranging humanistic services to focus on preventive and curative approaches to stimulate 

positive mental health in society. 
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PAPER COURSE OUTCOME 

PSY-RC-1016 
Foundation of 

Psychology 

To introduce the basic concepts and processes in 
psychology and understand the historical trends in 
the development of the field. 

PSY-RC-2016 
Introduction to Social 

Psychology 

To understand how concepts of social psychology 
can be applied to develop a better understanding of 
the social self in various social situations. 

PSY-RC- 3016 Psychological Disorders 
To understand the concept of Abnormality and major 
psychological disorders and its treatment processes 

PSY-SE-3014 Emotional Intelligence 

To understand, use and manage person’s own 
emotions in positive way. Like relative stress, 
communicate effectively, overcome challenges , 
defuse conflicts etc.  

PSY-RC- 4016 Psychology At Work 
To Identify and solve problems, increase employee 
satisfaction and improve workplace dynamics.  

PSY- SE-4014 
Effective Decision 

Making 

To understand individuals who  prefer making 
decisions objectively seek clarity and have a sincere 
need to evaluate  and improve. 

PSY-RE-5016 Lifespan Development 

To understand how human life unfolds from 
conception to late adulthood and to understand the 
relationship between theory and applications with 
each domain of development. 

PSY-RG-5016 Psychology For Living 
To help us better understand human and animal 
behavior  

PSY-SE-5014 Stress Management 

To understand the nature of stress and its impact on 
health and behavior. And to reduce or eliminate 
problems and  to promote successful personal 
development.  



 
 
  

PSY-RE -6016 
Field Study/Report 

Writing 

To observe and interpret the subject and study in its 
natural environment. It helps humans health care 
professions.  

PSY-RG -6016 
Self and Personal 

Growth 
To Understand how to people grow, develop and 
adapt at different life stages.  

PSY-SE-6014 Educational Psychology 
To understand as the learning situation includes, 
teachers, learner , classroom, environment and 
evaluation of their interactions.  


